New type of detection system has been designed and tested in the Scanning Electron Microscope. Backscattered electrons (BSE) at low energies of electron impact are collected by an annular detector above the specimen, consisting of eight concentric ring-shaped collectors arranged around the optical axis so that polar angles of the initial velocity vectors of electrons can be distinguished. Backscattering of electrons, in particular around and below 1 keV of impact energy, provides rich information content that even enhances toward higher angles with respect to the surface normal. Slow, high-angle BSE are normally not detected with standard detectors. The cathode lens principle was used to secure high lateral resolution, high collection efficiency and large amplification of the detector at low energies. Prospective applications include the grain orientation contrast, contrast between amorphous and crystallinic phases, etc.
Introduction
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is widely used instrument for observation of the surfaces of bulk specimens. The secondary (SE) and backscattered electrons (BSE) are the signals most often used for formation of the images.
1) The image information carried by SE concerns primarily the surface topography and all aspects connected with the surface potential barrier like presence of spontaneously grown or intentionally prepared overlayers and the surface cleanliness in general.
The BSE signal informs about the material composition being, at least at higher energies proportional to the atomic number of the target. At low energies the monotonous proportionality is lost but the information contents is not reduced-scattering takes place on the 3D crystal potential reflecting both atomic composition and arrangement. Regrettably, the image resolution of a standard SEM deteriorates at low energies and the same holds for amplification of usual BSE detectors. These are mostly based of semiconductor structures or scintillators that both stop producing an acceptable signal at primary energies below, say, 2 keV.
2) Thus, detection of BSE at high image resolution and sufficient signal amplification at low energies requires employing a novel approach.
The final image contrast in the SEM is not only a product of the interaction of primary electrons with the target, but the collection efficiency of the detector with its energy and angular distributions, as well as any subsequent signal processing, also play a role. In order to arrive at a high signal-to-noise ratio, as many signal species should be caught as possible, though achieving a high contrast might require selection of only a small part of the emission spectra. Multichannel parallel detectors, enabling one to compare the information contents over the channels available, are promising in this respect. The angular distribution of BSE with its above mentioned strongly anisotropic angular distribution in the range of units of keV and below is good example of an image signal the acquisition of which is suitable for upgrading in this way. An additional intent should be to acquire the angular resolved BSE data also throughout the energy scale forming so a data cube, in the SEM still nontraditional.
In order to meet these requirements, we have designed an eight channel angular sensitive detector of BSE, distinguishing eight intervals of the initial polar angles of emitted electrons. The detector is combined with the cathode lens assembly, which serves as a beam retarding element capable of preserving the microscope resolution nearly unchanged down to lowest energies, securing in the same time high amplification of the signal. The signal electrons are accelerated by the cathode lens field so that landing energy of BSE on the detecting surface is independent on the primary energy.
Angular Distribution of Backscattered Electrons
The angular and energy distributions of BSE have been studied by multiple authors. For example, Berger and Niedrig examined the angular distribution of BSE from a tilted multicomponent specimen 3) and also the energy distribution of electron backscattering from crystals. 4) Wells interested in generation of the BSE patterns 5) and also has demonstrated the possibility of using detector arrays for acquisition of BSE images in the SEM. 6) Strong modulations appearing in the angular distribution of BSE signals at low energies have been published, too. 7) Figure 1 shows emission differences between a direction parallel to the lattice plane and the Bragg angle on Si (111). 7, 8) Obvious is increase in the BSE emission anisotropy with decreasing energy much stronger than the same for the SE emission.
Experiments performed so far indicate rich informational contents of the BSE angular distribution, justifying hence effort connected with building a multi-channel detector. Promising applications include first of all imaging of local differences in the near-surface crystallinity like the grain contrast in polycrystals or distinguishing between crystallinic and amorphous phases.
The Instrument
The multi-channel detector has been designed with a Multi-Channel Plate (MCP) as the first amplification stage, and implemented in the VEGA TS 5130MM SEM adapted to the Cathode Lens (CL) mode.
10) The basic setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The eight-channel collector (Fig. 3) , positioned behind the MCP, has each annular segment of the same area of 32 mm 2 . The collector is made from machineable ceramics (Macor) with a silver coated surface cut to a certain depth to separate the channels. The complete assembly is finely mechanically adjustable in all three directions.
The negatively biased specimen forms a cathode and the earthed detector grid serves as the anode of the cathode lens. Primary beam electrons at a high energy E P are decelerated to the final low landing energy E L by means of the specimen potential U SP , which is fluently controllable. The signal electrons, emitted at energy E e 2 ð0; E L Þ, are collimated by the same electrostatic field to the optical axis and accelerated towards the detector so that their maximum energy becomes E P again. In this way we obtain a high collection efficiency of the detector as well as its high amplification even for BSE energies down to 100 eV.
The SEM resolution in the CL mode is nearly constant throughout the entire energy scale. 10) When, for example, for a given microscope the resolution is 10 nm at 10 keV in the standard SEM mode with a thermionic electron gun, the same 10 nm resolution can be achieved at the electron energy 100 eV. 11, 12) The low energy secondary electrons are more affected by the CL field than BSE so that, in dependence of the immersion ratio k ¼ E P =E L , they escape detection through the collector opening while the BSE emission burst is spread over the eight-channel collector. Distribution of BSE in detection channels is sensitively controlled by k and hence quite high angular sensitivity at particular landing energies can be obtained. An example of the calculated collection efficiency curves of the detector, plotted as radial coordinates in the detection plane versus initial angles of signal trajectories, is shown in Fig. 4 . The initial polar angles are measured with respect to the optical axis. The plotted curves show that electrons emitted under any initial angle at energy below 50 eV, i.e. all secondary electrons, cannot impact the detector even on its innermost ring, being collimated to the central bore. The BSE collection by individual channels is the controlled by both initial energy and angle so that collection of a series of images at various energies is needed. Possibilities for complete encryption of the BSE signal are limited by the energy variations in the emission itself. At the landing energy of 2 keV the collected BSE just cover the full active detector surface so that maximum collection efficiency near to 100% is achieved. Very high deetction efficiency, incomparable to standard BSE detectors, can be, nevertheless, preserved throughout a wide range of the landing energies, browsed via varying the immersion ratio k or, in other words, the electrostatic strength of the CL. Figure 5 shows an example of the contrast development across the detection channels when the optimum arrangement with the landing energy 2 keV and the immersion ratio k ¼ 5 (primary energy of 10 keV) is used. In this case, all eight channels are impacted by accelerated BSE from their angular range between 14 and 90 . The image series show grains in a rolled, annealed, polished and etched Ni sheet. The same sample, imaged by a standard side-attached Everhart-Thornley SE and by a BSE detector at the landing energy equal to the primary energy 10 keV (i.e. without any specimen bias and hence the CL switched off) is shown in Fig. 6 . The BSE image was taken here from the central collector ring A.
Results
Comparison shows that at a conventional SEM energy 10 keV the grain contrast is very low in both image signals, albeit somewhat higher in the SE mode, which shows also some surface steps at grain boundaries. At 2 keV the grain contrast starts in the central collector on a moderate level that considerably grows with the emission angle. At medium emission angles the topographic contribution is apparent but likely some additional contrasts along the grain boundaries are generated here. Throughout the polar angle scale multiple contrast inversions between individual grains take place. Because of lack of experience, detailed interpretation would require confrontation of such image series with corresponding EBSD data. 
Conclusion
The new type of the detection system enables one to obtain high collection efficiency, high amplification in detecting the BSE and high image resolution through a wide energy range, say, from several hundreds of eV up to tens of keV, which is impossible in a standard SEM. Development in the image contrast can be followed along the entire energy range, which can be fluently controlled. The multi-channel detector can be used because of large signal-to-noise ratio secured by the action of the CL field. The eight-channel detector can distinguish eight intervals of polar angles, which can be well controlled by the immersion ratio of the CL with the landing energy kept constant or not. The method is especially useful for examining the crystallography of materials. The BSE emitted under large emission angles and BSE at low energies can be easily collected in this system, what is impossible in standard SEM configurations and BSE detectors.
